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Dear reader,
We now see that the pandemic is starting to release its grip on
us, and we at WACQT are slowly getting back to normal working
routines. As a sign of that, we hosted John Martinis, the former
head of Google's quantum-computing effort, here at WACQT
during August. It was an inspiring visit for us, and I think also for
him. During August we also hosted the second WACQT summer
school on quantum technology.
In this newsletter, you can read more about that and other
news regarding quantum technology both within WACQT and
worldwide. This time the theme article explains more in depth
how WACQT relates to the European Quantum Flagship.
Per Delsing
Director of WACQT

Theme: WACQT and the European Quantum Flagship
Without previous European collaborations, Swedish universities would not have gained the
expertise required to start WACQT. Today, WACQT researchers participate in two projects
within the EU's Flagship initiative on Quantum Technology, something that helps accelerate
their research.
WACQT and the European Quantum Flagship
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New microwave photon detector can lead to better
quantum computers
Microwave photons are commonly used in quantum technology, for example to manipulate
and read out qubits in superconducting quantum computers.
“For communication between the parts of a quantum computer to be possible, you have to
be able to detect individual microwave photons very efficiently,” says Peter Samuelsson,
theoretical physicist at Lund University.
While there are many detectors available for optical photons, detectors for microwave
photons are way more difficult to accomplish due to the much lower energy of microwave
photons. But now, a team of WACQT researchers at Lund University, led by Ville Maisi and
Peter Samuelsson, has succeeded in creating an efficient and continuous microwave photon
detector, based on a semiconducting nanowire with a high-quality double quantum dot
coupled to a cavity.
“This setup allows us to continuously detect microwave photons by converting them into a
measurable flow of electrons. This means that the detector can be left on, it doesn’t need to
know when the photon will arrive, which is often required in currently available detectors”,
says Ville Maisi.
Now the team is working on further improving the efficiency of the detector – the goal is to
be able to detect every individual microwave photon as a ‘click’.
The results have been published in Nature Communications. Also read more in a news
article at the Lund University website.
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Single-photon emitter developed for roomtemperature circuits
The ability to generate single light particles – photons – is crucial in optical quantum
communication and computation. In the last few years, there has been an increasing
interest in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) after the discovery of its ability to emit single
photons at room temperature.
A team of researchers at KTH have now succeeded in integrating a hBN photon emitter in a
photonic waveguide, creating an integrated optical circuit with the ability to generate light
particles on demand and without the need for extreme refrigeration.
“In existing optical circuits operating at room temperature, you never know when the single
photon is generated unless you do a heralding measurement. We realised a deterministic
process that precisely positions single-photon emitters operating at room temperature in an
integrated photonic circuit,” says Ali Elshaari, who recently became an associate professor
within WACQT.”
The results have been published in Advanced Quantum Technologies. Also read more in a
news article at the KTH website.

Quantum computer project boosted by visiting
superstar
John Martinis, superstar in quantum computing and former
leader of Google's venture in the field, spent August as a
guest researcher in the quantum computing team at
Chalmers.
“Today people tend to focus on how many qubits you have. In
my opinion, one needs to improve the qubits before scaling
up. I’ve been thinking quite deeply on how to make
superconducting qubits better, and I wanted to come here
because the Chalmers team is doing great work on this,” says
John Martinis.
https://ui.ungpd.com/Issues/77aeb21d-5047-4531-86cd-7ba987f36ddf
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Read more at Chalmers' website and in the daily newspaper
Dagens Nyheter.

Digital and extended Quantum Future Academy gave
large network
As reported in WACQT Newsletter #4, two Swedish students
were selected to attend the conference Quantum Future
Academy in November 2020 in Berlin. Due to the pandemic, the
one-week conference transformed into recurrent digital
meetings with lectures, invited companies, discussions,
networking, and lab tours, for almost a year.
“What I appreciated most is that I got to meet so many young
people in the quantum technology field, from all over Europe.
We all were master or bachelor students when we applied for
Quantum Future Academy, but now many of us have continued
to PhD positions. People from many different universities
working in different areas of quantum technology have given
rise to enriching discussions during our online meetings,” says
Hanna Linn who is now a PhD student in quantum algorithms in
life science at Chalmers.
Read more about Quantum Future Academy

Second edition of WACQT Summer School
The graduate school of WACQT organised the second edition of its biennial summer school
in August. During three days, six internationally renowned speakers lectured on different
aspects of quantum technology. The topics included for example relativistic quantum
information (which is useful when sending quantum information to satellites), extremely
accurate optical clocks and challenges in building a large quantum computer.
“We think that it is important that the PhD students get a broad knowledge of quantum
technology, in addition to their specific research niches,” says Göran Johansson, director of
studies for WACQT’s graduate school.
As the summer school was held online due to the pandemic, the lectures were open to all
WACQT scientists. Many lectures had an audience of nearly 100 people.
Read more about WACQT Summer School 2021
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“I have always wanted to find new
things”
Get to know Göran Johansson, principal investigator in
WACQT, in a profound portrait written by Michael Nystås,
Chalmers: Göran wants to build Sweden's first quantum
computer

Chinese group claims to have replicated and surpassed Google’s quantum supremacy
experiment. In a pre-print article posted on arXiv in June, a Chinese research team
describes having demonstrated the same computational task as Google did in their
quantum supremacy experiment in 2019 (read more in Big breakthrough for quantum
computers). The computational task was solved on their 66-qubit superconducting quantum
computer, named Zuchongzhi after the early Chinese mathematician Zu Chongzhi.
As 56 qubits were used in the calculations, compared to Google’s 53 qubits, the Chinese
group estimates the computational cost to be two to three orders of magnitude higher than
in Google’s demonstration. The task, which Zuchongzhi finished in just above one hour, is
estimated by the researchers to take the most powerful supercomputer at least eight years.
“It is really impressive. No other group has so far been able to replicate Google’s quantum
supremacy experiment,” says Göran Johansson, one of the principal investigators for
quantum computing within WACQT.
In a new pre-print posted in September, the same team reports having further enlarged
their experiment to 60 qubits, and solved an even larger version of the computational task.
The task is estimated to take a supercomputer about 48 000 years to solve, while
Zuchongzhi made it in 4.2 hours.
Proposal for a digital structural transformation in Sweden.
On behalf of the Swedish government, four public authorities have
produced a proposal for a strategic programme for digital
structural transformation in Sweden. Their report points out
quantum technology as one of the important technology areas:
“Sweden's opportunities in the digital transformation will be
strongly dependent on the Swedish innovation system's ability to
develop and apply advanced and radically revolutionary and
emerging key technologies. Important technology areas are
https://ui.ungpd.com/Issues/77aeb21d-5047-4531-86cd-7ba987f36ddf
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5G/6G, artificial intelligence, blockchains, microprocessors and
quantum technology.”
“I am very happy to see that quantum technology is finally
recognised as part of the digital agenda at the government level.
This means that Sweden is now more in tune with international
development,” says Göran Wendin, senior advisor in WACQT.
Read the report (in Swedish)

Long-distance quantum communication demonstrated under realistic
conditions. Researchers in China report having achieved secure quantum communication
between the two cities Jinan and Qingdao, separated by a line-of-sight distance of 300 km.
The cryptographic approach used by the team is known as twin-field quantum key
distribution, which means that two users, “Alice” and “Bob”, secretly encode information in
single photons which they send to each other via a third party, “Charlie”. Charlie performs
measurements to infer if the secret photons from Alice and Bob are the same or different,
but cannot determine their absolute values.
In one demonstration, described in a paper in Physical Review Letters, the researchers used
a 428 km commercial optical fibre connecting the two users, Alice in Jinan and Bob in
Qingdao, via Charlie who sat roughly halfway between the two in the city Linyi. In a second
demonstration, reported in a paper in Nature Photonics, Alice and Bob still were in Jinan and
Qingdao, but Charlie was placed in the town Mazhan, further south from Linyi, and the total
length of the optical fibre was 511 km.
“When considering the distance and comparing to earlier work the performance is
remarkable, although the rate is only a few secure bits per second,” says Stefan Kröll, one
co-principal investigator for quantum communication in WACQT.
Read more in Physics

Google opens a new lab and plans to build a commercial quantum computer by 2029.
According to the Wall Street Journal, Google plans to spend several billion dollars to build a
quantum computer by 2029 that can perform large-scale business and scientific calculations
without errors. Recently, the company opened an expanded campus in California, Google
Quantum AI campus, focused on the effort. The new campus includes a quantum-data
centre, research labs, and chip-fabrication facilities spanning several buildings.
“Of course Google has enormous resources and great researchers. They have an extremely
ambitious roadmap, though, and to deliver on it, they will need relentless focus while
growing fast. Our team can still do important work that will catch people’s attention by
staying nimble and working in smart ways,” says Jonas Bylander, one of the leaders of
WACQT’s quantum-computer project.
Read more in the Wall Street Journal

The smallest quantum computer yet. Today’s prototype quantum computers tend to fill
entire rooms, just like the earliest conventional computers. Scaling up to hundreds of qubits
with the current laboratory-filling hardware will be tricky. In a step towards scalable
technology, a research team at the University of Innsbruck, Austria, has fabricated a
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compact trapped-ion based quantum computer processor that fits inside two industrystandard server racks, each with a volume of 1.7 cubic metres.
“This quantum processor is not only compact, it even outperforms similar laboratory-scale
versions. The Innsbruck team have pushed their previous record of 14 to now 24 fully
entangled ion qubits realized in this compact system. This is a promising result for
demonstrating the scalability of trapped-ion quantum computers,” says Markus Hennrich,
leader of WACQT’s efforts in trapped-ion quantum computing.
Read more in Physics

Two big quantum-computing companies’ merge. The companies Honeywell Quantum
Solutions and Cambridge Quantum Computing plan to merge, according to the American
business magazine Forbes. Honeywell Quantum Solutions, which began in 2018 as a
business unit of the multinational conglomerate Honeywell International, develops quantum
computing hardware based on trapped ions, while Cambridge Quantum Computing is a
quantum software company founded in 2014.
Honeywell International will invest between USD 270 million and 300 million in the new
company with about 55% ownership.
”Most quantum-computing companies have so far had a clear focus on either hardware or
software. It will be interesting to see if this merger results in a company that can use clever
co-design of the two to accelerate the development of useful quantum-computing
applications,” says Anton Frisk Kockum, scientific coordinator of WACQT.
Read more in Forbes

Photo: NASA/Joel Kowsky

Trapped-ion clock proved its capabilities in space. Deepspace navigation relies on measuring the transit time of beamed
radio signals between a spaceship and Earth. Currently, all
timing measurements are performed with Earth-based atomic
clocks, which means a spaceship could wait up to several hours
before its position information is relayed back to it. That time
could be greatly reduced if the timing instead is performed on
board the spaceship. Nasa’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory now
reports the first successful test of a trapped-ion atomic clock in
an orbiting spacecraft. The clock demonstrated long-term
stability that exceeds current space clocks by an order of
magnitude.
“Development of technology for space is a challenging
endeavour. The need for compactness and reliability clearly is a
driver also for the technology development on Earth. Compact
and reliable atomic clocks can pave the way for a new frequency
standard,” says Stefan Kröll, principal investigator for quantum
sensing within WACQT.
Read more in Physics

Important step for superconducting spin qubits. Superconducting Andreev spin qubits
combine the beneficial aspects from two promising approaches for quantum hardware: the
scalability of superconducting circuits and the compact footprint of semiconductor quantum
https://ui.ungpd.com/Issues/77aeb21d-5047-4531-86cd-7ba987f36ddf
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dots. The qubit idea is closely related to work initially presented twenty years ago by
Chalmers professors Göran Wendin and Vitaly Shumeiko, who today are senior advisors in
WACQT.
An international research team, led by Yale University, now reports having managed to
coherently manipulate such Andreev spin qubits, which is an important step towards
making them usable in quantum information processing. This was achieved by coupling the
Andreev spin qubit to a superconducting cavity, quite similar to how other types of
superconducting qubits are handled. The work is reported in Science and commented by
Wendin and Shumeiko in a Science Perspective article.
“The demonstration of manipulation of an Andreev spin qubit in a cavity setup is impressive”
says Göran Wendin. "In a not too distant future there will be a need for qubits with very long
coherence times. Spin qubits have the potential but coupling to nuclear spins in the
substrate is a common problem. The coherence time of the Andreev spin qubit in the Yale
experiment is very short, so there are hard materials-science problems that need to be
solved for it to become competitive."

New quantum computing hub in Switzerland. ETH Zurich and the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) establish a joint centre for the development of quantum computers in Villigen,
Switzerland. Its aim is to advance the realization of quantum computers based on both ion
traps and superconducting components.
“What is special about our Quantum Computing Hub is that these two technologies are
explored in the same laboratory,” says professor Andreas Wallraff, one of the leaders of the
new hub, in a press release from ETH.
Wallraff’s research group is a collaborator to the WACQT quantum computing team in the
EU Quantum Flagship project OpenSuperQ.
“The Swiss effort is a direct challenge to WACQT’s quantum computer effort, in a research
institute rather than a university environment. I hope we can find ways to work with them
that benefit both parties and the EU Flagship programme,” says Jonas Bylander, principal
investigator in WACQT and in OpenSuperQ.
Read more in the press release from ETH
Quantum physics meets human life in new book. The PhD
student, editor and popular science writer Julia Ravanis has one
leg in Engineering physics and one in History of ideas. Recently,
she released her first book, Skönheten i kaos (in Swedish), which
brings theoretical physics down to earth and compares it with
human experiences and emotions.
“Theoretical physics is very much characterized by mathematics,
but I think that the subject is bigger than that – there is so much
exciting stuff in physics beyond the equations, and I wanted to
write that,” says Julia Ravanis in a news article at chalmers.se.
Her book has received good reviews, for example in GöteborgsPosten and Expressen, and she has been interviewed in Svenska
Dagbladet as well as Forskning & Framsteg.
“Quantum physics is generally described as non-intuitive and hard
to understand. As physicists we know very well how to do
https://ui.ungpd.com/Issues/77aeb21d-5047-4531-86cd-7ba987f36ddf
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calculations on quantum physics, but in order to come up with
new ideas we also need intuition – we need to step back and
reflect upon why quantum physics is so hard to understand. Julia
Ravanis has obviously given this a lot of thought, and I look
forward to reading her book,” says Göran Johansson, theoretical
physicist and principal investigator in WACQT.
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